
 

 

International conference 

State and Law in the Course of Time 2021 
 

International and interdisciplinary conference with a broad scope of topics that would like to 

welcome not only legal historians, which form the core of the performers, but also legal experts 

in other fields of law, historians, archivists and other professionals whose academic field of 

research is also involving the development of state and law since its beginning till present time. 

The aim of the conference is, in contrast to a number of narrowly thematically focused events, 

to enable participants to present the results of their current research and at the same time to 

provide a platform for the widest possible meeting of experts interested in the history of law 

and related fields.  

Due to the situation caused by the spread of COVID-19 disease caused by coronavirus SARS-

CoV-2, the faculty was forced to cancel last year's conference with the next conference taking 

place in 2021. However, the development of the pandemic situation shows that in the traditional 

term it will not be possible to hold a conference in a face to face form neither this year. 

Nevertheless we do not want to break the tradition and so we decided to maintain the continuity 

of these meetings, at least in the form of peer-reviewed proceedings. We believe that at least 

this form will interest you and you will support the continuation of the tradition of our Pilsen 

conference meetings with your contribution. 

We would therefore like to invite you to participate in the publication of printed peer-reviewed 

proceedings 
 

Acta historico-iuridica Pilsnensia 2020 – 2021. 

 

Your contributions in the form described below 

send to the email address slavikh@kpd.zcu.cz until 15th August 2021. 

Thank you for your conference contributions. 

 

On behalf of the organizing team 
 

JUDr. et PhDr. Stanislav Balík, Ph.D. 

Dean and Head of Department 
 

JUDr. Vilém Knoll, Ph.D.     JUDr. Mgr. Vendulka Valentová, Ph.D. 



Instruction for Authors: 

Range of paper:   10 – 15 pages of text 

(larger range may possibly be arranged individually)  

Language:   Czech, Slovak, Polish, Germany or English 

Abstract:    English (including the translated title of paper) 

Format:   doc, docx, rtf 

Font type:     Times New Roman 

Font size:   12 

Line spacing:  1,5 

 

Part of the text is the standard annotation system created using function insert footnotes. 

Provide personal information about the author (name with degree, workplace). 

Any pictures with clear identification in the name please supply separately, each as a 

separate file. Captions shall be placed in a special file. 

 

Standard citation for individual types of resources: 

- monograph:  
GRIMM, J. Deutsche Rechtsalterthümer. Band 1. Leipzig, 1899, s. 356-385. 

- article in periodical:  
KRÁL, V. K trestní odpovědnosti právnických osob. In: Trestněprávní revue 4, 2002, s. 25-
30. 

- article in Proceedings:  
ZOULÍK, F. Soudcovské právo. In: GERLOCH, A. (ed.). Teoretické problémy práva na 
prahu 21. století. Pocta k 75. narozeninám prof. JUDr. Jiřího Boguszaka, DrSc., Praha, 2002, s. 
93. 

- archival source: 
Státní okresní archiv (SOkA) Cheb, fond 1, Archiv města Cheb (dále fond 1), book no. 
inv. 98, Das Buch der Gebrechen, fol. 1r; Ibidem, charter no. inv. 345. 

- editions of sources:  
ZACHOVÁ, J. (ed.). Regesta diplomatica nec non epistolaria Bohemiae et Moraviae. Pars V. 
Fasciculus 4. Dolní Břežany, 2004, s. 660–661, č. 1411. 

- paper in the proceedings available on the web:  
ALBERT, P. Co jsem viděl, to jsem viděl. In: Pohledy do minulosti 2. [online], poslední 
revize 1998 [cit. 30. 10. 2011]. URL: <http://www.kukatko.cz/2-1998/Pohledy2.pdf>, 
s. 97–121. 

- Web resource:  
B. A., Jaroslav Heyrovský. In: Wikipedie. Otevřená encyklopedie. [online], poslední revize 28. 
1. 2012 [cit. 30. 1. 2012]. URL: 
<http://cs.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jaroslav_Heyrovsk%C3%BD>. 


